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Video: Who Blew Up Nord Stream Pipelines? “The Russians Did It”

By Matt Orfalea and Prof Michel Chossudovsky, November 08, 2022

Carefully documented video below on “Who Blew Up Nord Stream Pipeline”. And who was
that foreign state actor? EU politicians and the Western media in chorus place the blame on
Russia. “The Russians Did It…”

A Lost Small Town. Running Errands in the Wake of Emotional Violence, USA

By Dr. Naomi Wolf, November 08, 2022

I forgive this employee for having to follow a script that must have been set out by the town,
for all the small businesses to follow, in some bizarre, coercive methodology, as this out-of-
the-blue, un-American and inappropriate question was posed all at once somehow, in store
after store, in my little town, in the nearby towns, even in New York City, during a certain
moment in the bad year of 2021.

‘Too  Many  Unknown  Factors’:  California  Lawmakers  Object  to  Genetically  Engineered
Mosquitoes

By Julia Conley, November 08, 2022

As environmental advocates call on regulators to “lead with sound science” regarding the
proposed release of thousands of genetically engineered mosquitoes on a weekly basis in
central  California,  eight  Democratic  lawmakers on Thursday demanded that  officials  reject
the proposal without an in-depth review of its potential impacts.

Global Alarm as Netanyahu to Form Israel’s Most Right-Wing Government Ever
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By Jessica Corbett, November 08, 2022

People  around the  world  have expressed concerns  about  Israelis  empowering  indicted
former Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu to form the nation’s most far-right government
in history since Israel held its fifth election in less than four years on Tuesday.

Europe May See Forced De-Industrialization as Result of Energy Crisis

By Irina Slav, November 07, 2022

The European Union has been quietly celebrating a consistent decline in gas and electricity
consumption  this  year  amid  record-breaking  prices,  a  cutoff  of  much  of  the  Russian  gas
supply,  and  a  liquidity  crisis  in  the  energy  market.

Tyranny Looms as Digital IDs and Currencies Roll Out Around the World

By Andreas Wailzer, November 07, 2022

By now, you probably know about the plans for digital IDs and digital currencies. But how far
along are these plans exactly in various places around the world? What steps are being
undertaken right now? Why are digital “identities” so problematic? And what are possible
solutions? We will explore these questions in this article.

Twitter Censorship: EU Warns Elon Musk Not to Restore Free Speech Protections After Calls
from Clinton and Other Democratic Leaders

By Jonathan Turley, November 07, 2022

The EU has responded aggressively to warn Musk not to allow greater free speech or face
crippling fines and even potential criminal enforcement. After years of using censorship-by-
surrogates in social media companies, Democratic leaders seem to have rediscovered good
old-fashioned state censorship.

The Government Is Still Waging War on America’s Military Veterans

By John Whitehead and Nisha Whitehead, November 07, 2022

Consider: we raise our young people on a steady diet of militarism and war, sell them on the
idea that defending freedom abroad by serving in the military is their patriotic duty, then
when they return  home,  bruised and battle-scarred and committed to  defending their
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freedoms at home, we often treat them like criminals merely for exercising those rights they
risked their lives to defend.

US Nuclear Forces Chief Says ‘the Big One Is Coming’

By Dave DeCamp, November 07, 2022

The commander that oversees US nuclear forces delivered an ominous warning at a naval
conference last week by calling the war in Ukraine a “warmup” for the “big one” that is to
come.

Know Your Child’s Seizure Risk from the MMR Vaccine

By Physicians for Informed Consent, November 07, 2022

There is a five-fold higher risk of seizures from the MMR vaccine than seizures from measles
infection, and a significant portion of MMR-vaccine seizures may cause permanent harm. For
example,  a  Danish study of  1.54 million  people,  published in  the American Journal  of
Epidemiology in 2007, examined the association between febrile seizures and epilepsy, a
chronic brain disorder that leads to recurring seizures.
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